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Abstract 
Workftow management systems (WFMS) support the modeling and coordi
nated execution of processes within an organization. To coordinate the ex
ecution of the various activities (or tasks) in a workflow, task dependencies 
are specified among them. In a multilevel secure (MLS) workflow, tasks may 
belong to different security levels. Ensuring the task dependencies from the 
tasks at higher security levels to those at lower security level (high-to-low de
pendencies) may compromise security. In this paper, we consider such MLS 
workflows and show how they can be executed in a secure and correct manner. 
Our approach is based on semantic classification of the task dependencies that 
examines the source of the task dependencies. We classify the high-to-low de
pendencies in several ways: conflicting versus conflict-free, result-independent 
versus result-dependent, strong versus weak, and abortive versus non-abortive. 
We propose algorithms to automatically redesign the workflow and demon
strate that only a small subset among all the types of high-to-low dependencies 
requires to be executed by trusted subjects and all other types can be executed 
without compromising security. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

Workftow management systems (WFMS) support the modeling and coordi
nated execution of processes within an organization. WFMS represent today 
an area which is commercially very significant. The reason why WFMS are 
becoming increasingly important is because from an enterprise point of view 
the effective management of business processes is becoming increasingly cru
cial. Business processes control which piece of work (task) will be performed 
by whom and which resources are required and used to accomplish this task. 
Therefore, a business process specifies how a certain organization will achieve 
its goals. Several applications are already supported by WFMS, including in-
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surance policy/claims processing, travel expense approvals, healthcare man
agement, system monitoring and exception handling, just to name a few. 

To coordinate the execution of the various activities (or tasks) in a work
flow, a set of constraints called the task dependencies are specified among 
them. Task dependencies represent a key component in ensuring the flexi
bility required to support exceptions, alternatives, compensations and so on, 
which all arise in real-life activities. The development of flexible and powerful 
WFMS entails many important issues. These systems are thus continuously 
evolving in order to better satisfy application requirements. In particular, as 
advances in WFMS take place and their application scope widens, they are 
also required to support security, meaning that coordination among processes 
at different security levels has to be supported, indeed without violating se
curity. 

In a multilevel secure workflow (MLS workflow in short), tasks may belong 
to different security levels. Thus ensuring all the task dependencies, especially 
those from a task at a higher security level to that at a lower security level, may 
compromise security. It is easy to understand that in a multilevel environment 
it is not possible to force the abort of a lower level task upon the abort of a 
higher level task. The goal of this work is to show how MLS workflows can be 
executed in a secure and correct manner. 

Our approach begins with a semantic classification of the task dependencies 
which is based on a close examination of the source of the task dependencies. 
We argue that only certain types of dependencies can occur in MLS workflows. 
Then we propose algorithms to automatically (without human intervention) 
redesign the workflow in such a way that it can be executed in a secure and 
correct manner. In particular, our approach focuses on redesigning dependen
cies from higher level tasks to those at lower level because they are the cause 
for a potential covert channel. 

2 THEMODEL 

In this section we introduce the basic elements of our workflow model and we 
summarize the security model we assume. 

2.1 The Workflow Model 

A workflow is a set of tasks with task dependencies defined among them. 
A task in its simplest form consists of a set of data operations and task 
primitives {begin, abort, commit}. Execution of a task, in addition to invoking 
operations on data items (either read or write), requires invocation of these 
task primitives. All data operations in a task must be executed only after the 
begin primitive is issued. All tasks must end with either a commit or abort. 
A primitive may move a task from one state to another. A task (ti) can be in 
one of the following states: initial state (ini), execution state (exi), commit 
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state (cmi) or abort state (abi)· (We use bi, ai and Ci to denote the begin, 
abort and commit primitives of ti.) 

Definition 1 Two data operations Oi[d] and o;[d] conflict with each other if 
they operate on the same data object d and at least one of them is a write. D 

To control the coordination among different tasks, dependencies are speci
fied based on these task primitives. Task dependencies in turn can either be 
static or dynamic in nature. In the static case, the workflow is defined well 
in advance to its actual execution, whereas dynamic dependencies develop as 
the workflow progresses through its execution. Task dependencies may ex
ist among tasks within a workflow ( intra-workftow) or between two different 
workflows ( inter-workftow). In (Rusinkiewicz & Sheth 1994), three basic types 
of task dependencies have been identified: control-flow dependencies, value de
pendencies and external dependencies. Control-flow dependencies may in turn 
involve explicit transmission of data as part of the result of a task. We call 
such dependencies control-flow dependencies with data flow. In the remainder 
of this section, we briefly discuss the four categories of dependencies. 

(a) Control-flow Dependencies 
A control-flow dependency sepcifies the conditions, specified as the state sti 
of task ti, under which a task t; can enter state st;. Given two tasks ti and 
t;, a list of possible control-flow dependencies is presented below. 
1. Strong Commit Dependency: If a task ti commits then t; must commit 

(represented as ti ~ t; ). 
2. Abort Dependency: A task t; must abort if ti aborts (represented as ti ~ 

t; ). 
3. Begin-on-Commit Dependency: A task t; cannot begin until ti commits 

(represented as ti ~ t; ). 
4. Force Begin-on-abort (commit/begin) Dependency: A task t; must begin if 

• • fba /be fbb 
ti aborts (comm1ts/begms) (represented as ti--+ t; (ti--+ t; /ti--+ t;)). 
A comprehensive list of task dependencies based on the three task primi

tives, namely, begin, commit and abort, can be found in (Chrysanthis 1991). 
In general, according to the logical nature of dependency, they can be either 
strong or weak. 
Definition 2 Given a control-flow dependency ti _:.._. t;, if the dependency 
implies a logical relationship sti ==> st; ( sti <== st;), we say that it is weak 
(strong). D 

According to the above definition, a strong dependency specifies a logical 
relationship such that t; can enter state st; only if task ti enters state sti 
(e.g., be, b, t, gc etc.). On the other hand, a weak dependency states that 
if ti enters state sti then t; can/must enter state st;, but t; can enter st; 
even ti has not entered sti (e.g., sc, a, fba, wba, fbb, c, e, etc.). That is, 
the semantic difference between the strong and weak dependencies is that the 
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former specifies the necessary condition for t; to enter st; whereas the latter 
the sufficient condition. 
Definition 3 Given a control-flow dependency ti -.!.... t;, the dependency is 
of type abortive if st; is ab;; otherwise it is non-abortive. D 

The classification given by the above definition applies to both strong and 
weak dependencies. For example, abortive type dependencies include abort, 
exclusion dependency, etc. whereas non-abortive type dependencies are com
mit, strong commit, begin on commit, serial, begin on abort, etc .. 

(b) Control-flow Dependencies with Data-flow 
A control-flow dependency with data-flow can be defined as follows: A task 
t; can enter state st; only after task ti enters state sti and ti passes values 
of data objects tot;. In these dependencies, in addition to the control flow, 
there could even be information flow (or data flow) between the tasks where 
a task needs to wait for data from another task. 

(c) Value Dependencies 
A value dependency can be defined as follows: A task t; can enter state st; 
only after task ti 's outcome satisfies a condition Ci. The condition in the above 
statement can be a logical expression whose value is either 0 or 1. Note that 
this dependency is different from the control-flow dependency with the data 
flow. For example, "t; can begin if t; is a success (semantically)." 

( d) External Dependencies 
Unlike the prior two types, external dependencies are caused by some param
eters external to the system, such as time. An external dependency can be 
defined as follows: A task t; can enter state sti only after if a certain condi
tion c; is satisfied where the parameters in c; are ezternal to the workftow. 
Examples include a task ti can start its execution only at 9:00am or task t; 
can start execution only 24hrs after the completion of task t1;. 

2.2 The Security Model 

We assume the security structure to be a partially ordered set S of security 
levels with ordering relation $. A class Bi E S is said to be dominated by 
another class s; E S if Bi $ s;. A class Bi is said to be strictly dominated by 
another class s; (denoted as Bi< s;) if Bi$ s; and i-:/; j. 

Let D be the set of all data objects. Each data object d E D is associated 
with a security level. Every task ti in a workflow W is associated with a 
security level. We assume that there is a function L that maps all data objects 
and tasks to security levels. That is, for every d ED, L(d) ES, and for every 
task ti E W, L(ti) E S. We require every task to obey the following two 
security properties - the simple security and the restricted *-property. 
1. A task ti is allowed to read a data object d only if L(d) $ L(ti) 
2. A task ti is allowed to write to a data object d only if L(d) = L(ti)· 

In addition to these two restrictions, a secure system must prevent illegal 
information flows via covert channels. 
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3 MULTILEVEL SECURE WORKFLOWS 

A multilevel secure (MLS) workflow may consist of tasks of different security 
levels (as in example 1 below). Thus, an MLS workflow consists of nodes 
at different security levels where the dependency edges may connect tasks 
of either the same security level or different security levels, which can be 
distinguished as follows. The dependency edge connecting tasks of the same 
security level is referred to as intra-level dependency and the one connecting 
tasks of different security levels as inter-level dependency. Since intra-level 
dependencies by themselves cannot violate any multilevel security constraints 
and are not different from the task dependencies in a non-secure environment, 
hereafter we concentrate only on inter-level dependencies. We further divide 
inter-level dependencies into two categories: high-to-low and low-to-high since 
their treatment has to be different in a MLS environment because of its "no 
downward information flow" requirement. (Although we use the term high-to
low, it also includes those among two incomparable security levels.) 

Example 1 Consider a workflow that computes the weekly pay of all em
ployees at the end of each week. This process involves several tasks as follows. 
Task ti: compute the number of hours worked by an employee h, which is 
the sum of regular hours worked ( n) and overtime hours worked ( o) by the 
employee during that week, Task t2: calculate the weekly pay of an employee 
(p) by multiplying h with the hourly rate of the employee (r), and Task h: af
ter computing the pay for the week, reset h, n and o to zero. The information 
about hourly rate (r) and weekly pay (p) is considered sensitive, and therefore 
both rand pare classified high, while the rest of the information is classified 
low. Since this workflow involves write operations at different levels, it is a 
MLS workflow. According to the two restrictions of our security model, since 
ti and h write objects at low (h, n and o) they must be low tasks, and since 
t 2 reads the high object (r) and writes the high object (p), it must be a high 
task. Moreover, the following task dependencies exist: task t 2 can begin only 

after ti commits, thus ti ~ t2, and h can begin only after t2 commits, thus 

t2 ~ t3, as shown in figure 1. While ti ~ t2 is a low-to-high dependency, 

t2 ~ t3 is high-to-low. Thus it is an MLS workflow. D 

Execution of a workflow involves (1) enforcing all task dependencies, (2) 
assuring correct execution of interleaved workfiows, and (3) ensuring that 
the workfiow terminates in one of the predefined acceptable states. In this 
paper, we focus on the first part only. It follows from the no covert channel 
requirement that for any given task dependency t;-+ ti, L(t;) </. L(tj)· That 
is, to prevent covert channels, no high-to-low dependency must be enforced. In 
a correct MLS workflow specification, it is not possible to have a high-to-low 
value dependency because enforcing such dependency amounts to directly 
sending data from a higher to a lower security level. The same argument 
applies to the case of a high-to-low control flow dependency with data flow. 
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With respect to external dependencies, for the purpose of our work, we cat
egorize them as absolute and relative, where absolute dependencies are solely 
controlled by the external factors, whereas relative dependencies are spec
ified as external parameters but are controlled by the internal events. For 
example, "a task ti can start its execution only at 9:00am," is an absolute 
external dependency, whereas "task t; can start its execution only 24hrs af
ter the completion of task tk," is a relative external dependency. We need 
this classification because enforcement of these two types is different in MLS 
environment. While absolute external dependencies can be enforced without 
compromising security, relative external dependencies may be exploited to es
tablish a covert channel, especially when this dependency is from a high task 
to a low task. 

A relative external dependency is nothing but a control flow dependency 
with additional temporal constraints. Since temporal constraints cannot be 
modeled by simple graph structures but require special modeling techniques 
that can incorporate external events, we do not consider them in this paper. 
Therefore, in this paper, we consider only the control-flow dependencies. 

be 

~/,_\ high: 

low: 11 be 

Figure 1 Task dependencies in the Figure 2 Task dependencies in 
MLS workflow in Example 1 the MLS workflow in Example 2 

4 SEMANTIC CLASSIFICATION OF TASK DEPENDENCIES IN 
MLS WORKFLOWS 

In this section, we take a closer look at all types of dependencies and examine 
what they semantically mean and argue that only some types of dependencies 
can be specified in MLS workflows and other types do not exist in a correct 
secure workflow specification. Our arguments focus only on high-to-low de
pendencies because, as we argue in section 5.1, low-to-high dependencies can 
be enforced without compromising security requirements. To reason about the 
semantics of high-to-low dependencies (control-flow), we first would look at 
the source of this dependency and categorize them as follows: 
1. This first category of dependencies arises to force the order of (conflicting) 

operations on shared data objects. 
2. The second category of dependencies arises to force properties such as 

atomicity, mutual exclusion, etc. 
Consider the task dependency t2 ~ ta in example 1. The intention of this 
dependency is to avoid overwriting of n and o by ts before t2 reads them. Thus, 
the source of this dependency is to force a specific order on the conflicting 
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operations, and therefore belongs to the first category. Dependencies in the 
second category are specified according to the semantics of the workfl.ow. For 
example, the semantics require that either one of two tasks must commit 
but not both (mutual exclusion). In the following, we provide an example 
illustrating such dependencies in an MLS environment. 

Example 2 Consider a workflow that arranges a travel schedule for a person 
P. Assume that P has to first make a trip from Washington D.C. to Toronto 
and then from Toronto to Moscow. The second part of the trip is on a secret 
mission and therefore has to be considered as highly sensitive information and 
thus assumes high level. However, the first part of the trip is not classified 
and thus is considered low. Assume this workflow consists of the following 
four tasks: reserving a ticket for the first part of the trip (denoted as ti), 
purchasing the ticket for the first part ( t2), reserving a ticket for the second 
part of the trip (t3), and purchasing the ticket for the second part of the 
trip (t4), where ti and t2 are low level tasks and t3 and t4 are high level 
tasks. The following task dependencies exist: Purchasing a ticket cannot be 

started unless reserving the ticket is complete. Thus, ti ~ t2 and t 3 ~ t4. 
Moreover, reserving a flight for the second part of the trip has to be done 
only after making sure that the flight is available for the low part of the trip, 

thus ti ~ t3. Furthermore, if purchasing the ticket for the second part of the 
trip aborts, purchasing the ticket for the first part of the trip also needs to be 
aborted, thus, t4 ~ t 2 • While the first two task dependencies are intra-level 
dependencies, the latter two are low-to-high and high-to-low dependencies, 
respectively, as shown in figure 2. D 

The intention of the high-to-low dependency t4 ~ t2 in the above exam
ple is to capture the semantics of the workflow rather than forcing an order 
between conflicting operations. Thus it belongs to the second category. 

abortive abortive (weak) 
RD (weak) non-abortive 

(strong and weak) 

non-abortive cp (strong and weak) RI 

CN CF 

Figure 3 Categorization of high
to-low dependencies 

Algorithm 1 [Identifying the Type of De
pendency] 
for every t; ~ t; in W where L(t;) < L(t;) 

if 3r;[d] e t; and w; [d] e t; where i '# j 
if t; ~ t; is abortive 

label z with CN-RD 
else 

label z with CN-Rl 
else 

label z with CF-RD 
must be RD*/ 

end{for} a 

If we examine once again the two types of the source of dependencies and 
analyze their effect on the workflow, we can make the following observation. 
Imagine the following two scenarios: in the first, assume the high-to-low de-
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pendency ti -+ t; is enforced, whereas in the second, this dependency is not 
enforced. With the second category of dependency (e.g., t4 ~ t2 in example 
2) the result oft; might be different if ti -+ t; is not enforced than from the 
case when it is enforced. In other words, the result oft; might be affected if 
ti -+ t; is not enforced. However, the dependency ti-+ t; does not impact the 
result of ti. Thus we call the second category of dependencies result-dependent 
(RD). On the other hand, consider the first category of dependencies (e.g., 

t2 ~ t3 in example 1). If the dependency is not enforced, the result oft; 
will not be affected but that of ti will be affected. This can only occur when 
the two tasks share common data in multilevel secure systems (when this 
dependency is high-to-low). Thus, we call the first category of dependencies 
conflicting (CN). In the following, we formally define these categories. 
Definition 4 A dependency between two tasks ti ~ t; is said to be con
flicting (CN) if there exist at least two conflicting operations oi[d] and o;[d] 
(i =f:. j); otherwise ti ~ t; is said to be conflict-free (CF). D 

On the other hand, from the perspective of task result, a dependency can 
either be result-independent or result-dependent. Formally: 
Definition 5 A dependency ti ~ t; is said to be result-dependent (RD) if 
the result of executing the child is different when the dependency is enforced 
from that when it is not enforced; otherwise ti ~ t; is said to be is result
independent (RI). D 

The intuitive idea behind this classification is that the result of the execu
tion of either the child (in case of RD) or the parent (in case of CN) must be 
different when the dependency is enforced than from the case when it is not 
enforced. Thus, there cannot be any dependency which is both conflict-free 
and result-independent. Let us now examine this categorization in the wake 
of multiple security levels on data items and tasks. 
1. Case CN: Dependencies belonging to this category indicate that the two 
tasks involved in the dependency access some common data items in con
flicting mode. The primary reason to enforce this type of dependency is to 
enforce the order of these conflicting operations. This category depicts a typ
ical conflicting situation where the parent with a read operation is followed 
by the child with a write operation on the same data object (No other com
bination of read-writes are possible as per our security model). High-to-low 
CN dependencies can be further classified into result-dependent (RD) and 
result-independent (RI) dependencies, thus resulting in CN-RD dependencies 
and CN-RI dependencies. These two categories of dependencies are briefly 
discussed below. 
(a) CN-RI: RI dependencies mean that the result of the child does not de
pend on whether the dependency is enforced or not. However, no enforcement 
of this dependency may produce a different result for the parent task. Ob
viously the result of the child is independent of whether the dependency is 
enforced or not. Therefore, all dependencies falling into this category should 
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be non-abortive such as begin on commit, begin on abort, etc. because oth
erwise the result of the child will get affected (i.e, abort) by the parent. 
(b) CN-RD: Dependencies such as force abort, termination, exclusion etc. 
that may cause the child task to get aborted (the abortive type) will fall 
under RD category. Abortive type dependencies are all RD because without 
enforcing the dependency, the child task may commit (as opposed to abort). 
This is because all abortive dependencies could possibly cause the abortion of 
the child and therefore are not of type RI. 
2. Case CF: Dependencies belonging to this category can only be formed by 
pure semantic specification. Although two tasks do not conflict, sometimes for 
ensuring an acceptable termination state of the workflow, such dependencies 
are specified. 
(a) CF-RD: These dependencies are specified in such a way that the exe
cution of the child depends on the value or outcome of the parent. Therefore 
altering the execution order between these two tasks would affect the out
come of the child, in other words, the dependency is result-dependent. These 
dependencies can be either strong or weak. 
(b) CF-RI: A CF type dependency does not cause any effect on the result of 
the parent task. Thus, there cannot exist any dependency which is both CF 
and RI because its presence neither effects the parent nor the child. 

The above categorization of high-to-low dependencies (shown in figure 3) 
is important, because each category needs to be handled according to a dif
ferent approach in an MLS environment. The specific approach used for each 
category will be presented in the next section. 

Algorithm 1 shows how to classify the high-to-low dependencies in a given 
workflow according to the above categorization. This algorithm only needs to 
know the set of data that will be potentially read and written by each task 
and the set of dependencies among tasks. 

5 EXECUTION OF MLS WORKFLOWS 

In this section, we first briefly summarize two possible approaches to enforcing 
low-to-high dependencies, and then discuss approaches to enforcing high-to
low dependencies, which are the focus of our paper. 

5.1 Low-to-High Dependencies 

Consider a task dependency t; ~ t; such that L(t;) < L(t; ), meaning that 
t; can begin only after t;'s commit. Enforcing such a dependency requires the 
use of a mechanism by which the higher-level task t; is activated upon commit 
of t;. Several approaches can be devised. 

A first approach is based on the use of triggers. Under this approach, a trig
ger would be incorporated into t;. Thus t; activates a trigger upon its commit 
at the high level, at which point the high task t; can begin. This will not 
violate security since it is equivalent to writing-up. To ensure that the trigger 
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is delivered from low to high, and then to increase reliability, this approach 
can be complemented by mechanisms supporting reliable transfer of messages 
in multi-level systems. Recently, an approach called PUMP has been proposed 
(Kang & Moskowitz 1993) which provides a reliable transfer of messages from 
lower to higher levels with a controlled stream of acknowledgments from higher 
to lower levels. The PUMP mechanism, however, may be exploited by mali
cious programs as covert channels, even though with a very small bandwidth. 
An analysis has been carried out in (Kang & Moskowitz 1993) to measure the 
bandwidth of the covert channel. 

Another approach is based on testing a given precondition. Such precondi
tion has to be satisfied to begin the high task t;. This can be implemented 
by making the high task to read some data at low level and check for the 
satisfaction of the precondition periodically. Note that this approach does not 
require a secure message passing as in the earlier approach. On the other hand, 
it requires the high task to poll some low data to test for the precondition. 

5.2 High-to-Low Dependencies 

Since CN-RI dependencies are conflicting, the main issue is how to synchro
nize the tasks to satisfy the dependency without introducing covert channels. 
Our approach to handle CN-RI dependencies eliminates the high-to-low de
pendency by splitting the high level task. The purpose of a CF-RD dependency 
is to force a low level task to move to a certain state according to the state of 
a high level task. Our approach to handle CF-RD compensates the low task 
when necessary by executing an inverse task. Finally, we view CN-RD as a 
combination of CN-RI and CF-RD since it could be due to the conflicting 
operations as well as due to the semantics of the workflow. 

(a) Enforcing CN-RI type high-to-low Dependencies 
As described in the earlier section, these dependencies arise if there exists a 
high task that must read a low data item before it is modified by another low 

task. As in example 1, the intention of the dependency t2 ~ t3 is to prevent 
t3 from overwriting the low values of data items n and o yet to be read by t2. 

Since delaying t3 until t2 's commit would result in a covert channel, we propose 
two possible approaches to tackle this problem. The first approach is based on 
the multiple versions approach, presented in (Costich & Jajodia 1992). This 
approach has the major drawback of requiring a special-purpose multiversion
ing concurrency control mechanism. The second approach, which we propose 
here, does not have such requirement and therefore can be supported by any 
standard DBMS. 

According to our approach, first all the operations in every task are re
ordered in such a way that all read operations on lower level data items occur 
before all operations on data items at the level of the task (Since all these 
are read operations, it does not affect the correctness of the task.). Then the 
task is divided into partitions based on the data items it is accessing. For 
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example, if a high task t2 in example 1 is split into two tasks, the first task 
t~ow contains all the low read operations, and the second task t2 all the high 
read/write operations. We introduce a begin-on-commit dependency with data 

flow t~ow b~· t~igh to ensure that data read by the read operations in t~ow 
in fact are carried over to t~igh even in the wake of other interfering tasks. 

Then, to enforce ti ~ t2 and t2 ~ t3, we convert these two dependencies 

as ti ~ t~ow and t~ow ~ t3, as shown in figure 5. The low task t3 proceeds 
only if t~ow commits, thus preserving the high-to-low dependency between t2 
and tJ. In the following, we formally present our approach. 

Definition 6 Given two tasks t; and t; in W, t; is said to be a closest-s
ancestor oft; if (1) L(t;) = s, (2) t; is an ancestor oft;, and (3) there exists 
no tk in W such that L(tk) =sand tk is an ancestor oft; and descendent of 

0· D 
For example, in the workflow shown in figure 4, ts and ti are the closest

mid-ancestors of t1 and t3 is the closest-low-ancestor of t1. By contrast, t6 is 
not a closest-mid-ancestor of t1 because there exists ts which is an ancestor of 
t1 and a descendant of ts. Algorithm 2 specifies our approach to task splitting. 

A d• h b l • h • d d XCN-RI ccor mg to t e a ove a gorit m, given a epen ency t; ---+ t;, we 
first split t; into number of partitions based on the security level of data items 
involved in each operation oft;. Then we add an edge of type "be" (i.e., 
begin-on-commit) with data flow from existing partitions at every lower level 
s < L(t;) (ti) to the highest level partition (tf(t;)). This is to ensure that 
the data read by a low partition reaches the high partition. Later, for each 
level where there is a partition oft;, we add an edge of type "be" from every 
closest ancestor tk oft; at that level to that partition. This edge is to ensure 
that splitting does not remove any dependency from tk to tz. We need to take 
care of the case where tk and tz are conflicting. The abortive type need not 
be enforced because we need not preserve the order of conflicting operations 
if t: is to abort because tz is always read-only. Thus tk ....:...+ ti is always of 
type "be." 

Algorithm 2 [1pliUa1k] 
for every t; ~ti in W where dep is CN-RI 

Step i: split t; into number of partitions where 
each partition tj = {o;[d) E t;IL(d) = 1/\1 $ L(t;)} 

replace t; with tf(i;) and add all tj where 
1 < L(t;) to W 

Step 2: for each tj such that 1 < L(t;) 

add an edge t~ be~•) t~(i;) 
for every t,, i~ W where' t,, is the 
closest-s-ancestor oft;, 

add an edge t,, ~ tj 
end{ for}; 

end{ for}; 
Step 3: add an edge tj ....':.. t; such that 1 = L(tJ) 

end{for} D 

high: t2~ t4~t ~t, 

:l/s x{;(~~ mid: I 7 

low: t, 

Figure 4 An 
demonstrating the 
ancestor 

example 
closest 
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high: t~gh 

y t bC(data)be 

low: t I ~ !low -- !3 
2 

Figure 5 Modified Workflow after exe
cuting spliUask for Example 1 

y"~'~ 
t be be i-1 
1-12- 2 

Figure 6 Modified Workflow after 
executing compensate_task for Ex
ample 2 

However, in the above algorithm, we do not add an edge from a closest-s
ancestor tk of ti to a partition t( where s' < s because the dependency path 
from tk to ti is not meant to capture the dependency from a lower level s'. 
For example, in the workflow shown in figure 4, if t7id exists and t'.f'w does 

be 'd be 'd not exist, we need to add dependencies ti --+ t'.;" and ts --+ t7' but do 
not need to add any dependency from t3 though it is a closest-ancestor of t1. 
On the other hand, if t7id does not exist but only t'.f'w exists, then we need 

to add only the dependency t3 ~ t 1,r. In the last step, we add an edge from 
the partition at the level of t; to t;. This is of the same type of the original 
dependency. 
(b) Enforcing CF-RD type high-to-low Dependencies 
A possible approach to support CF-RD dependencies is to use a buffer at high, 
which stores the commit message of the high task. This message will first be 
subjected to a delay of some random duration, and then will be transmitted 
to low. This approach has, however, the drawback of introducing some covert 
channel, even though with a limited bandwidth, and to unnecessarily delaying 
low tasks. An alternative approach that we propose in this paper is based 
on executing a compensating task. We show below that some high-to-low 
dependencies (strong non-abortive and weak abortive type) can be enforced 
by compensating either a low or a high task. Note that the low compensating 
task need to be initiated by a trusted subject. This is not, however, necessarily 
a drawback because workflow systems are designed to support and allow user 
interactions. Therefore, requiring the intervention of a user is natural in a 
workflow environment. Our approach, however, is applicable only to tasks for 
which there exist a compensating task. 

We explain our appraoch to enforcing the high-to-low with the following 
example (refer to (Atluri, Huang & Bertino 1997) for a formal presentation). 

Suppose there exists a high-to-low dependency ti ~ t;, since the inverse 
of "be" is "fba," and "be" is strong and non-abortive, we replace the above 

dependency with ti ~ fj1, meaning that the compensating task tj 1 cannot 
begin until t; aborts. That is, both t; and t; can be executed independently, 
thus t; need not wait for t; thereby eliminating potential covert channels. 
However, if t; aborts, a compensating task tj 1 will be started. Indeed, this 
compensating task must be executed by a trusted subject, e.g., a human user. 
If there are any dependencies involving t;, (e.g., t; _.:_.. tk), compensating t; 
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requires tk to be compensated to capture the cascaded compensation. Figure 
6 shows the modified workfl.ow for example 2. Algorithm 3 shows how the 
above formalism can be employed to modify a high-to-low CF-RD type of 
dependency by introducing a compensating task. 

Algorithm 3 [compensate_task] 
"'CF-RD • 

for every t; - t; mW 
if there exists a t j 1 

remove t; ....:... t; from W 
if :i: is strong non-abortive or weak abortive 

-1 b 
add a node tj1 and edges t; ~ t"j1 and t; ~ tj1 in W 
for every t1 where t1 is the closest-L(t;)-ancestor oft; 

add an edge t1 ~ t; in W 
end{for} 

for every t; ...!.. tk 
parent+- j and child+- k and execute cascaded-compensation 

end{for} 
elseif :i: is weak non-abortive 

end{ for} 

-1 .,-1 -1 be -1 . 
add a node t0 and edges t; - t; and t; --+ t; m W 
for every t; ...!.. t1: 

parent+- i and child+- k and execute cascaded-compensation 
end{for} 

cascaded-compensation 
for each tparenl ....:_. tchild 

if there exists a t-;1ild 

add node t-;1ild and edges tchild ~ t~ild and t;~renl ~ t-;1ild to W 
end{for} D 

(c) Enforcing CN-RD type high-to-low Dependencies 
As noted earlier, we treat CN-RD as a combination of CN-RI and CF-RD. 
Therefore we use both split-task and compensate-task, called split_compensate 
_task. The split_compensate_task approach consists of two steps. In the first 
step, the dependency is treated as if it is a CN-RI type in which the high task 
is split using spliUask algorithm. In the second step, the CF-RD dependency 
between the high partition of the parent task and the child task is handled 
using the compensate_task algorithm. Algorithm 4 formally presents the above 
illustration. In figure 7, we summarize how each type of dependency can be 
redesigned. 

5.3 Algorithm for the Execution of MLS Workftows 

Given a workfl.ow specification W, in the following, we present an algorithm to 
derive the a workftow execution graph (WEG) that determines the execution 
order of the tasks in a workflow. Here we assume that each task dependency 
is only of one type. The workflow execution graph thus constructed consists 
of all dependencies from low-to-high unless it is to a compensating task. Since 
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Figure 7 Approach for redesigning each type of dependency 

Algorithm 4 
[ 1pliLcompen1ate..ta1k] 
for each control-flow dependency 

(t; ~ t;) in W 
such that L(t;) ~ L(t;) 
if (x is of type CN-RD), then 

re-label x as CN-RI; 
execute algorithm 1pliLta1k; 
add an edge t~(•;) ~ t; and 
label x as CF-RD; 
execute algorithm compenaate 
_taak; 

end{for} D 

Algorithm 5 [Constructing W BG from W] 
nodes ofWBG are tasks in W; 

include all dependencies ( t; ~ t;) in W as edges 
of W BG such that L(t;) ::; L(t;) 
for each control-flow dependency (ti ~ t;) in W 

such that L(t;) ~ L(t;) 
if (x is of type CF-RD), then 

if (x of type weak abortive or non-abortive) 
, then 

execute algorithm compen1ate_ta1k; 
elseif (x is of type CN-RI ), then 

execute algorithm 1plit_ta1k; 
elseif (x is of type CN-RD ), then 

execute algorithm 1plit_compen1ate_ta1k; 
end{for} D 

all compensating tasks that involve a high-to-low dependency are executed 
by trusted subjects, enforcing the dependencies in WEG does not cause any 
covert channels. 

6 CONCLUSIONS 

Correct execution of multilevel secure workflow requires enforcing all the task 
dependencies. However, ensuring high-to-low dependencies is difficult because 
of the inherent conflicts between security and correctness. In this paper, we 
show how a multilevel secure workflow can be executed in a secure and cor
rect manner. Our approach is based on semantic classification of the task 
dependencies that examines the source of the task dependencies. We pro
pose algorithms to automatically redesign the workflow in such a way that 
all task dependencies can be executed without compromising security. Note 
that execution of workflows can be executed by untrusted commercially avail
able workflow management systems although the redesign algorithm must be 
trusted. For details of our system architecture, the reader may refer to (Atluri 
et al. 1997). As part of this work we also developed a notion of semantic 
equivalence between workflows. We have shown that the algorithms proposed 
in this paper generate workflows which are semantically equivalent to the 
original workflows. We refer the reader to {Atluri et al. 1997) for additional 
details. 

Our solutions are directly applicable to another relevant area of research -
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execution of multilevel transactions in multilevel secure databases since the 
atomicity requirements and other semantic requirements can be modeled as 
a workflow. By modeling a multilevel transaction as a workflow transaction 
model allows one to distinguish the various types of dependencies that can 
occur among the sections of a multilevel transaction. This allows one to iden
tify the sections that require to be executed atomically instead of the entire 
transaction thereby allowing one to specify a relaxed atomicity requirements. 
Our redesign process can be used to increase the degree of atomicity one can 
guarantee for a multilevel transaction. Note that unlike prior research in this 
area that requires the redesign based on the semantics and therefore requires 
a careful examination by a human, our approach can be fully automated. 
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